The effect of microenvironmental factors on the development of myeloma cells.
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a clonal B-cell malignancy characterized by the accumulation of monoclonal plasma cells (PCs) in the bone marrow and other tissues. Although there are several new therapies, MM remains fatal. The interaction between MM cells and the bone marrow microenvironment promotes drug resistance and cancer cells survival. In our present work, we compared the antigen expression pattern of normal and pathological PCs and investigated the possible connections between various surface receptors, adhesion molecules, and recurrent genetic aberrations. We showed that the expression of CD29, CD27, and CD81 is lower in MM cells than in normal PCs. We found correlation of chromosome 11 hyperdiploidity and the decrease of CD27 expression. We demonstrated that MM cells with CD20 positivity also have CD28 expression. Multiple myeloma patients with active CD29 showed better response to treatment. Our results suggest that these changes may result in an alteration of the interaction between stromal cell and MM cell facilitating cell survival and the development of a more aggressive and resistant phenotype.